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Speedtail Will Be Fastest Mclaren Road Car

McLaren Automotive has informed the 106 clients fortunate
enough to have reserved an example of the car they previously
knew only as BP23 that it will be
named the McLaren Speedtail.
The world’s irst Hyper-GT
and McLaren’s next entrant to
its Ultimate Series, the Speedtail will achieve the highest top
speed of any McLaren yet, with

the capability to exceed the 391
km/h peak speed of the legendary
McLaren F1 road car. Its design,
teased in a series of sketches, will
be lowing and highly streamlined, incorporating exquisite
new materials to facilitate limitless possibilities for tailoring
through McLaren Special Operations (MSO).
The news follows the an-

nouncement by McLaren Automotive CEO, Mike Flewitt, during the Geneva Motor Show press
conference that a public reveal of
the McLaren Speedtail can be expected this year. The 106 customers who have reserved one will be
invited to see it irst.
The next addition to the McLaren Ultimate Series will be both
the fastest-ever (in a straight line)

and the most luxurious McLaren.
Featuring a three-seat cockpit
design with a central driving position – the same layout as the
F1 – and a petrol-electric hybrid
powertrain, the McLaren Speedtail will deliver the unparalleled
blend of extreme performance
and sporting luxury that beits its
status as the ultimate road-going
McLaren.

The production of the McLaren
Speedtail was allocated before the
car was announced in November
2016. Production is due to begin
at the end of next year, with every
McLaren Speedtail personalised
to each owner’s taste by McLaren
Special Operations (MSO), the
division of McLaren Automotive
responsible for bespoke customer
commissions.

New Tips On Driver Safety During Summer Road Trips

For many, summer is about
freedom on the open road. It’s
a carefree time, focused on fun,
family and adventures.
What it’s usually not is a time
to realize that more time on the
road can mean a higher risk of an
accident. In the U.S. alone, there
are 10 million car accidents every year. This doesn’t mean that
your vacation can’t be all fun and
games -- it just takes some planning ahead.
When preparing for a road trip,
many people make sure their vehicle is up to date on its maintenance check-up and they may
know how to change a tire -- but
being prepared for a road trip is
much more than that.
Today’s drivers must follow a
few new tips for successful sum-

mer travel and consumer safety,
according to Gold Class, which
provides
industry-recognized
training to collision repair shop
technicians.
Solid preparation can mean
more successful road trips. Here
are a few tips travelers should
keep in mind.
* Remember that distractions
go beyond your phone. While
much of today’s in-vehicle technology is designed to help mitigate vehicle collisions, you have
to know its limitations. Don’t forget that the very technology helping keep you safe in your vehicle
can also be a distraction: At any
given moment, approximately
660,000 people are manipulating
electronic devices or using cell
phones while driving. Test tech-

nology features you don’t typically use before you go, and learn
how to best apply new vehicle
technology at MyCarDoesWhat.
org.
* Don’t just rely on technology.
Be aware of dramatic speed shifts
that might alert you to changing
driving conditions ahead (such
as a small town, school zone or

dangerous curves). This is even
more important when driving in
unfamiliar terrain. While navigation systems, adaptive headlights
that can “see” around curves and
the latest curve speed warning
technology can all help, reviewing a map in advance and paying
attention to road signage and conditions can be a big help.

* If you’re drinking, know ridesharing options. A drunk drivingrelated accident occurs every two
minutes. Besides friends, consider ridesharing options like Uber
and Lyft.
* Make an educated decision:
Getting into a car accident while
traveling can introduce another
layer of complexity. Having to
make a rushed decision about
where to repair your car only
adds to a stressful situation.
Do your research ahead of time
on www.GoldClass.com to ind
shops in the United States that
have technicians who have received updated, model- and automaker-speciic training and the
knowledge to properly ix your
vehicle.
- NewsUSA

Golf Clinics & Training Programs
presented by

South Asian Golf Classic
with Pro-Golfer Mandeo Singh Pathania
AT GLEN ABBEY GOLF CLUB, 1333 DORVAL DRIVE, OAKVILLE, ON L6M 4G2

Swing Instructions / Clinics During Tournaments Private Golf Lessons (45 Minutes) Rates Excluding GST
One-on-One Lessons (Using V1 Pro Software)
Club Fitting & Equipment Speciication
Junior Training Programs & Family Clinics
(Special Discounts)

Single
Lesson
$100

3
5
Lesson Lesson
$285
$450

5 + Playing
Lesson
$650

8
10
Lesson Lesson
$650
$800

16
Lesson
$1200

Playing Lesson (Green Fee not
Included)
$250

Semi-Private Golf Lessons (1 Hour)
Rates Per Person & Excluding GST
1 lesson
3 lesson
5 lesson

Group 2
$70
$185
$290

Group 3
$60
$155
$240

Group 4
$50
$140
$220
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gmail.com
Website:
www.
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Learn From The Champion - One Of The Longest Ball Strikers In Asia

